Clear
SAFELY STOPS HORSES FROM CHEWING WOOD

Application Cautions: Wear gloves
when using Equi-Stop. The mineral oil
used in Equi-Stop is similar to what the
Vet will use to treat a horse with colic.
The Chili’s are very hot and will cause mild
reddening of the skin and a burning sensation. Wash off immediately with soap and
water or baby wipes. Use caution when
applying Equi-Stop to areas where people
may inadvertently come in contact with
the product such as fencing where people
may climb over or pass through. Keep out
of reach of children.
Other Uses: Equi-Stop will keep animals
from chewing bandages, steel gates and
panels, trailers and tail biting. If using
Equi-Stop on these surfaces it is recommended the product be removed once the
behavior has stopped, If using on bandages do not let Equi-Stop penetrate to touch
the wound or hairless areas as it will cause
irritation. A small amount on a bandage
will suffice.
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Directions for Use: Equi-Stop is easy to
use and apply. Cut the tip off and place
the cartridge in a caulking gun. Squeeze a
bead on the area where horses are chewing or may chew in the future. Leave as
a bead or spread it around. Equi-Stop is
grease and will soak into bare wood and
last a year or more. One taste and the horses will no longer chew the wood where it
has been applied. If the wood is painted
Equi-Stop will stay on the surface for a
long time so use caution to keep people
away. The product will not harm them but
may give them skin irritation if they come
in contact with the product. Equi-Stop is
not water-soluble but will wash off with
soap and water.
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“I have applied this product to
wood fencing on my farm. It
immediately stopped all fence
chewing. Actually our horses
were still not chewing on the
fence months later. In my equine
vet practice I have applied it to
the outside of bandges a couple
of times now on “bandage
chewers.” Same result.....flat
stopped them immediately.
This is even more impressive
since I have tried grocery store
hot sauce products in the past
with no effect at all.”
Bob Peters, DVM
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